
Step out of the purebred Arabian arena and 

you’ll fi nd a panoply of different coat colors 

and patterns. Many other breeds have 

mutated genes that produce a variety of colors and 

patterns. Crossing horses having different coat color 

mutations with Arabians may introduce genes that 

will modify the coat color of the Half-Arabian foal. 

We will cover two groups of mutations that are well 

understood and for which there are genetic tests: 

dilutions and white pattern.

Heterozygous Half-Arabian Foals 
Because the gene mutations discussed below do 

not occur in Arabians, it is not possible for a Half-

Arabian foal to be homozygous for any of them. At 

most, the Half-Arabian foal can only inherit one 

copy of the mutated gene from its non-Arabian 

parent; therefore, the foal can only be heterozygous 

for the genes discussed below. If the non-Arabian 

parent is homozygous (two copies of the modifi er 

gene), the foal will always inherit one copy. If the 

parent is heterozygous (one copy), there is only a 

50-50 chance the foal will get that one copy of the 

mutated form of the gene that affects the coat. 

Dilution Genes
The “dilution” genes (Table 1, page 172) modify 

the overall color of the body and/or points. Each 

gene operates a bit differently because each represents 

a different mutation. Some affect both the red and 

black pigment; some affect only the black pigment 

and so have no effect on Chestnuts. Most are 

dominant and will show an effect even with just one 

copy of the mutated gene inherited from the non-

Arabian parent. Note that the mutation called Pearl is 

recessive, so a Half-Arabian cannot show the effect of 

having one copy of the mutation. All are autosomal, 

which means that gender plays no role.

Probably the best known dilution modifi er is the 

one that creates a Palomino, so we’ll look at that fi rst. 

Palomino is created by a modifi er gene (Cream, Cr) 

that dilutes the Chestnut base coat. The Cream gene 
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Quick review: When breeding for a Half-Arabian foal, 

both the Arabian and the non-Arabian parents have a 

“base coat” color that is either Chestnut or Black. The 

presence of the agouti gene (found in the Arabian and 

many other breeds) may modify the black hair, limiting 

it to the points and resulting in a Bay pattern. All of 

these, Chestnut, Black, and Bay, may go Grey if the horse 

has a copy of the dominant graying gene. The mutations 

that give us the agouti and grey gene are “modifi ers.” The 

non-Arabian parent needs to have the additional modifi er 

gene(s) described in this article to be able to produce a 

foal with colors or patterns shown. The resulting change 

still depends on the underlying coat color of red or black.

This is the third in a series of articles on coat color. (See Part I in the 
July  2012 issue, page 216; and Part II in the August 2012 issue, page 156.)



is “semi-dominant” because it has one kind of infl uence if the horse has a single copy of the 
mutated gene, and a greater infl uence if there are two copies. A horse with a single copy is a 
Palomino. A horse with two copies is a Cremello (“double-dilute”).

Example 1: A Palomino horse has a base coat of Chestnut with one copy of the Cream 
(Cr) gene. If this Palomino is crossed on a Chestnut Arabian, there is only a 50-50 chance 
the Cr gene will be passed on to create a Palomino foal. There’s also a 50-50 chance the 
foal will be Chestnut rather than Palomino. However, if the Chestnut Arabian is bred to 
a Cremello (homozygous for Cr), then the Cremello parent MUST pass on one of the Cr 
genes, and the foal will be Palomino. 

Base Coat Comes Before Dilution
One has to consider the base coat color that would result from a particular mating, 

because the dilution genes act on that base coat color. The example above is for Palomino, 
which only occurs on a base coat that is Chestnut. If the base coat is Black or if the presence 
of agouti makes a Bay pattern, the Cream gene will have a different effect. 

Example 2: Breed a Perlino (Bay coat color with two copies of the Cream) on an 
Arabian that is Chestnut. If the Perlino is heterozygous for Black, the foal has a 50-50 
chance of getting a Black base coat and 50-50 chance of being Chestnut. If the Perlino 
parent has one agouti gene (heterozygous), the black base coat might be restricted to Bay 
or might remain Black, depending on whether the Perlino passes on the agouti. If the base 
coat of the foal would be Black, add the Cr gene and it will be Smoky Black. However, 
if agouti is passed on (would otherwise result in a Bay foal), the Cr will modify the Bay 
appearance to give a Buckskin. Or you could have a completely different outcome: if the 
Perlino passes on a recessive Chestnut, and the Arabian parent is Chestnut, you get the 
Chestnut base coat and the Cr to make Palomino. So Perlino on Chestnut can give all 
three possibilities, Palomino, Smoky Black, or Buckskin, depending on the genotype of the 
Perlino for red/black and agouti. 

Table 1 (page 172) shows the heterozygous coat colors for the three basic phenotypes. 
The grey modifi er is not shown as an option, as breeders who are seeking the dilution 
or white patterns would usually avoid grey because it would cause hair pigment loss and 
markedly change the phenotype. 

Top to bottom: Cremello stallion (not Arabian) shows the effect of the homozygous (two copies) 
Cream gene on a Chestnut coat. Note the pale eyes. Because this horse is homozygous, any foal 
would inherit a copy of the Cr. The color of the foal would depend partly on the base coat color of 
the dam (see table 1).

Perlino (double Cream) on a Bay base coat. Typical pink skin on the muzzle and blue eyes (not 
Arabian). Note the slightly darker lower legs.

Typical Half-Arabian Palomino with golden coat and white mane and tail.

This Half-Arabian Buckskin shows a coat tending to gold rather than sooty (both are common), with 
black points.             

Rare Half-Arabian Red Dun showing dorsal stripe.
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When planning a 
mating, fi gure out the 
likely base coat color of the 
foal fi rst. Then, only by 
breeding to a non-Arabian 
that is homozygous for 
dilution gene will you get 
an effect from genes that are 
dominant. Or, breed to a 
heterozygote and take your 
50-50 chance.

Left to right: An unusual purebred Arabian mare with extensive Sabino-like markings (high white 
on the legs and belly spots). The amount of white on the neck is unusual. The extent of white on 
her head likely affected her eye color, changing the eyes to blue. This mare does NOT carry the 
Sabino1 gene, but is an example of white spotting pattern that is still undergoing research.

Half-Arabian with Tobiano markings. High white on the legs and dark head. White markings 
extend across the topline that do not show in this photo.

Half-Arabian foal with Tobiano pattern showing a lot of white. White extends across the topline. 
The head is mostly dark and the mane is multicolored (bay base coat).

Half-Arabian showing Tobiano pattern on a bay base coat. High white on three legs, dark head, 
and white crossing the topline at the withers and hip. The white in the quarters gives a white 
tail. The mane is multicolored, including black adjacent to the bay coat color as would be found 
where bay coat has black points.

    Chestnut                   Black          Bay                  Other effects 

Amber 
tan body with brown 
points

Buckskin 
gold to sooty coat; 
black mane and tail; 
may have light brown 
or amber eyes

Dun 
tan body; black mane 
and tail

Bay Silver 
lighter pigment on 
legs with fl axen mane 
and tail

No effect

Classic 
dark tan body with 
brown points

Smoky Black may 
show almost no effect

Grulla 
grey, silver, golden, or 
olive cast to body hair; 
dark points

Black Silver 
chocolate with fl axen 
mane and tail

No effect

Gold
golden body
with fl axen
mane/tail

Palomino
yellow or gold
coat: cream or white 
mane and tail

Red Dun
body is lighter than 
mane, tail, head

No effect

No effect

Champagne (Ch)
Dominant

Cream (Cr )
Semi-dominant
(dosage)

Dun
Dominant

Silver (Z )
Dominant

Pearl (Prl )
Recessive

Foals often have amber, 
green or light brown eyes; 
may have blue eyes and 
pink skin at birth. Often 
mottling on pink skin 
around eyes, muzzle, and/
or genitalia

With dorsal stripe and 
leg bars; may have other 
“primitive” markings

Affects black pigment only, 
so no effect on Chestnuts

If foal gets this gene 
and a copy of the Cream 
gene, there may be some 
additional dilution

TABLE 1

Table 1.  Shows the effects of dilution genes on Half-Arabians with base coat colors shown.
In all instances, the effects shown are the heterozygous form. These dilution genes not found in purebred Arabian horses.
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Where to Find the Dilution Genes:
Champagne  (Ch) is found in 

Tennessee Walking Horses, Missouri 
Foxtrotters, Quarter Horses and 
related breeds, Miniature Horses, and 
Spanish Mustangs.

A registry (International Champagne 
Horse Registry) has been established with 
more info at http://www.ichregistry.com.

Cream (Cr) is found in Quarter 
Horses, Saddlebreds, Tennessee Walking 
Horses, Missouri Foxtrotters, and various 
pony breeds. 

The American Quarter Horse 
Association now accepts the homozygous 
Cremello color (www.aqha.com) (and 
many others). The questions regarding 
colors are so complex that they answer 
them online via Facebook! 

Many other breed associations 
have further information, including 
the Palomino Horse Association  
(www. palominohorseassoc.com), 
Palomino Horse Breeders of America 
(www.palominohba.com), the Cremello 

and Perlino Educational Association 
(www.doubledilute.com), the American 
Buckskin Registry Association 
(www. americanbuckskin.org), and 
International Buckskin Horse Association 
(www.ibha.net).   

Dun is found in Quarter Horses, 
Paints, Norwegian Fjords, Paso Finos, 
Peruvian Pasos, Appaloosas, Icelandic 

Horses, and other pony breeds. Many 
Kiger Mustangs (www.kigermustangs.org) 
are famous for their expression of Dun 
gene with “primitive markings.” 

The American Buckskin Registry 
Association (www.americanbuckskin.
org) and International Buckskin 
Horse Association (www.ibha.net) also 
register Duns. 

Silver (Z) is found in Rocky 
Mountain, Morgan, and some 
pony breeds. 

The Rocky Mountain Horse 
Association (www.rmhorse.com) 
and the Morgan Horse Association 
(www.morganhorse.com) have 

Left to right: This black Overo stallion (not Arabian) shows the jagged edges typical of the white markings and the unusual eye 
color that can result if facial white goes over or near the eye.

Half-Arabian with Chestnut base coat and Overo pattern. Note the jagged edges and predominant white on the belly and sides that 
does not cross the topline (except a small spot on the crest of the mane).

Half-Arabian showing Splash White — white from the bottom up, as though he’d been dipped. Extensive white continues under 
the neck and over much of the face.

American Paint horse with substantial Sabino markings, including white patches with ragged edges on legs, body, and face with 
additional white hairs interspersed (similar to roaning); photo Darrell Dodds, from Paint Horse Journal, August 2007.

additional information. There is a 
project to expand the silver gene in 
Morgan horses described at www.
silverdapplemorgansproject.com/.

Pearl is found in Quarter Horses 
and Paints (commonly called the 
“Barlink” factor), and in Andalusians 
and Lusitanos. It is the same gene.

Mixed Dilutes
It is not unusual for horses to 

carry more than one of the dilute 
genes or more than one of the white 
pattern genes. This leads to complex 
descriptions of the resulting horse,
which is beyond the scope of this article.

Dilution Gene Tests
There are direct gene tests for all 

the dilution genes except Dun. The 
“dun zygosity” test is a marker test, 
while research continues to identify the 
specifi c gene or genes involved. (Testing 
source at end of article.)
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White Pattern Genes
White pattern genes (Table 2 below) do not 

change the base coat color, but each gene adds 
different types and distribution of white. All are 
dominant, but highly variable in expression. The white 
markings do not seem to be infl uenced by the base 
coat color (which still shows).

Where to Find White Pattern Genes
Sabino1 is most common in Tennessee Walking 

Horses, but is also found in Paints, Missouri 
Foxtrotters, Spanish Mustangs, and various 
pony breeds. 

Tobiano and Overo are found in Quarter Horses, 
Paints, and Pintos, as well as pony and other breeds. 

The Splash white SW-1 has been found in 
Quarter Horse, Paint, Trakehner, and pony breeds. 
The SW-2 and SW-3 are more rare. 

The American Paint Horse Association has a great 
guidebook on color patterns in Paints (which covers a 
huge variety of dilution and white patterns) at www.apha.
com/forms/PDFFiles/guidebooks/07ColorGen.pdf.

High white on two or more legs with jagged 
edges, spots (especially on the belly), roaning, 
wide blaze with possibly more white on head.

Large, rounded spotting pattern that often 
crosses the topline; dark heads, white or multi-
colored mane and tail; typically white legs.

Irregular, jagged white patches that usually do 
not cross the top line; may show little or no 
evidence of spotting.

White shows predominantly on legs and lower 
body, with considerable white on the head; 
belly spots; edges are usually sharp; may have 
blue eye or eyes.

Sabino1 (SB1)

Tobiano (TO )

Overo
(“Frame Overo”)
(O or LWO)

Splash white
(SW-1, SW-2, SW-3)

TABLE 2 Main Characteristics       Special Notes

Some Arabians have Sabino-like markings, but 
these are NOT from the SB1 gene. The cause of 
such markings in Arabians has not yet been found. 
The Sabino1 gene is semi-dominant.

Skin under the white spots is pink. Tobiano is 
dominant.

Although the homozygous form is lethal (Lethal 
White Overo), there is no known adverse effect on 
heterozygotes.

Three different mutations that show similar 
phenotype have been identifi ed. The most common 
is SW-1.

Left to right: This non-Arabian shows golden coat color with Appaloosa 
spots in a blanket on the hip. Genetic testing would explain the apparent 
dilution in the coat color, but not the spots. There are believed to be 
several genes involved in creating the various patterns of spots found in 
Appaloosas. These are the subject of continuing research; at the present it is 
not possible to predict whether a foal would inherit any spotting pattern.

Half-Arabian foal with Appaloosa markings described as blanket (white) 
with spots.

Research Continues
Although we know a great deal about coat color and the various genes 

involved, there is still much to be learned. There is ongoing research about 
Overo because the expression is highly variable, and it may be that there 
are several genes involved (or expression is regulated by genes other than 
what is identifi ed in the test). There are believed to be at least fi ve different 
genes that cause Sabino-like markings (including that in the Arabian), and 
research on these patterns continues. 

The Appaloosa puzzle continues to challenge researchers. There is 
ongoing research on the white patterning, roaning, and other expressions 
associated with Appaloosa, which are probably controlled by several genes.  

Tests
In the U.S., the University of California at Davis, Veterinary Genetics 

Laboratory offers testing for all of the genes described in the preceding 
tables. www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/services/horse.php.

More Reading
Bowling, Ann T. Horse Genetics. Oxford University Press, 1996.
Gower, Jeannette. Horse Colour Explained: A breeder’s perspective. The 
Crowood Press, 2000.
Sponenberg, D. Phillip.  Equine Color Genetics. Wiley Blackwell, 2009.

Note: The challenge with published books is that the research continues to 
evolve. Even so, the above books are great resources; just keep yourself updated 
through other reading.

Table 2. Effect of Various White Pattern Genes
There are gene tests for all of these patterns.
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